
Morning children. 

This is our first week of adding homework to Seesaw.  

Each day you should read your Read at Home Book. By Thursday upload just one of those 

recordings (perhaps choose your favourite) and orally answer the questions. If you take a 

picture of the page you are reading you can then record over it. Answer the questions with 

full sentences. If you would find it easier you can write out the answers first.  

We also need to work on our tables. We will start with 2x multiplication and division tables. 

Topmarks (for example coconut multiples) and Hit the button are good websites to use or 

use card games/be challenged by a family member. On Friday we will have a Table Toppers 

game in class. It will only be on 2x's tables but I will ask them in different ways.  

We are reading the Borrowers this week in class. It is a Fantasy Story. Can you please make 

a Story Map or Story Mountain of a Fantasy story of your own which we will use next week 

to continue our Narrative work? Pick the format that you find best to use when planning a 

story. Upload a picture of what you have planned.  

Continue working on your Spellingsforme. You should be completing a Unit a week. Watch 

the videos if you are unsure what to do with any activities or look back at the examples. You 

can also ask me in class. The letter strings are found at the back of the book. You can also 

practice your dictation sentences online or do more tests if you are not yet locked out.  

A recap:  

-Upload storymap/story mountain  

-Record one piece of reading and answers to the questions relating to it My Read at Home 

Week 1  

-Practice 2x's Tables  

-Complete one unit of Spellingsforme  

 

Thank you. 


